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Abstract:
Objective: To determine number of patients suffering movements disorders after recovery from a cerebrovascular
accident in Pakistan.
Methodology: It is a cross sectional study, conducted at teaching hospitals of Rawalpindi and Islamabad, Pakistan
from august 2015 to March 2016. Study sample was 387 stroke patients belonging to age more than 18 years. The
inclusion criteria were age more than 18 years, stroke for the first time in life, at least 3 months prior to enrollment,
either hemorrhagic or ischemic. Data collection was done on a questionnaire after taking informed written consent
from all participants. SPSS 20 version was made in use to analyse data.
Results: Male to female ratio was 51.6% to 48.4%, respectively. Age stratification was 33% individuals from 46 to
55 years. 25% individuals developed stroke after stress19% individuals had spasticity while other stress disorders
were noticed in 6% individuals. Out of these, 16 had hemi-dystonia, 10 had impaired coordination, 3 had distal
dystonia. Frequency was higher in individuals with stroke for more than a year or two. 37 had dyslexia, 27
developed spastic dystonia, 10 had other types of dystonia.
Conclusion: In comparison to results obtained from previous investigations, the movement disorders rate amongst
patients of cerebrovascular accidents (CVA) was low. The disorder might appear shortly after CVA or might take
time to appear. Spastic dystonia was most common, remaining were less frequent. The time usually taken in
appearance was 1 to 2 years after CVA.
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INTRODUCTION:
Stroke is one of the most common complication
associated with certain diseases like, hypertension,
diabetes mellitus, coagulation disorder, ischemic
heart disease, DVT, thromboembolism. It is of two
types, hemorrhagic stroke and ischemic stroke.
Hemorrhagic stroke most commonly occurs in
hypertensive patients. Ischemic stroke commonly
occurs in diabetic individuals. The manifestations
after stroke depend upon the cerebral vessel involved
and area of brain affected. This study aims to
determine the frequency of dystonia or movement
disorders after stroke. Patients in this regard were
followed up for several years in order to determine
the dystonia rate after stroke and its relation with
time since stroke.
Shoaib N, et al. conducted a similar study on
Pakistani population and concluded that dystonia rate
is higher in individuals who had stroke more than 2
years before being enrolled in study [1]. According to
Holland MT, et al. by keeping in view the frequency
of post stroke pain and dystonia In CVA patients, the
treatment strategies for recovery of such patients
were tested. Deep brain stimulation was used to bring
the patients’ misery down. The results were quite
satisfactory [2].
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limb function was noticed [3]. Similarly botulinum
neurotoxin regimens were also studied on post stroke
individuals suffering from spasticity or focal dystonia
[4].
Many scientists are working on treatment options
available in order to treat this disability, by keeping
in view the frequency and the stress associated with
post stroke patients due to disabilities and
complications occurring in them.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
WHO sample size calculator was used and 387 CVA
patients were included in study. The inclusion criteria
was patients with age more than 18 years, had first
CVA attack, duration of stroke at least 3 months prior
to enrollment, either hemorrhagic or ischemic in
nature. Individuals with stress disorders either
idiopathic or specific, functional disorders, stress
disorders occurred as a result of any non-stroke
disease, post-traumatic stress disorder, parkinson’s
disease were excluded from the study. Data
collection was done from teaching hospitals of
Rawalpindi and Islamabad, Pakistan during August
2015 to March 2016.

The detailed clinical history and past history of
patients and demographic profile was collected on a
pre-designed questionnaire. All patients were
Physiotherapies and limbs exercises are frequently
evaluated by neurologist. SPACE version 20 was
advised to post stroke individuals. The task specific
exercises and trainings for eight weeks were done on
utilised for data analysis. Study variables were
post stroke patients and a remarkable improvement in
explained in form of graphs, tables and frequencies.
Table: 1 Stroke and dystonia types.
Dystonia
Ischemic stroke
%
Hemorrhagic stroke
%
Spastic
51
13.2
17
4.4
Hemidystonia
6
1.6
10
2.6
Focal
2
1.0
6
1.6
Segmental
4
0.5
1
0.3
RESULTS:
200 males and 187 females were studied in whole
study population, male to female ratio was 51.6% to
48.4%. Most individuals belonged to age group 46 to
55 years. 68% had ischemic stroke while 32% had
hemorrhagic stroke. 47.2% individuals had right
sided hemiplegia while remaining 52.8% individuals
suffered left sided hemiplegia. 35% individuals had a
year old attack of CVA while 36% individuals had
stroke for almost 2 to 4 years before being included
in study. 97 (25%) patients had dystonia. 19%
individuals amongst these had spastic dystonia,
followed by other types of stress disorders, i.e. 29
patients, 6%. Amongst these 29 patients, 16 had
hemi-dystonia, 10 had coordination disorder and 3
had distal dystonia.
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Out of 121 hemorrhagic stroke patients, 17 developed
spastic dysplasia, 10 with histidonia, 6 had
coordination disorders, 1 had hyperbolic disorder.
Out of 266 ischemic stroke patients, 51 had spastic
dysplasia, 6 hemidystonia, 4 having coordination
disorder and 2 with distal dystonia.
The duration of stroke was compared with post stroke
movement disorders frequency, 2 patients developed
spastic dystonia while 3 suffered other type during
less than 1 year post stroke time. 27 patients suffered
dyspnea spastic tension, 10 had advanced stress
disorder after stroke. Following 2 to 4 years post
stroke duration, 24 patients suffered spastic dystonia,
5 had postoperative tachycardia, not related to stroke.
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Table: 2 Relation of dystonia with post stroke time.
Dystonia
Hemi
Spastic
Focal
Segmental

<1 years
2
2
1
0

1 to 2 years
6
27
3
1

DISCUSSION:
On the basis of previous research data available on
the understudy topic, it has been noticed that post
stroke dystonia is quite common complication in
individuals with CVA. By keeping in view the results
obtained from many studies, scientists are now
looking for treatment options for this disability.
Cerebellum is considered the target for therapy in
dystonia patients.[6] Deep brain stimulations by
giving frequencies of 131 Hz, 3.3 volts amplitude,
120, 210 and 450 microseconds pulse width. In
generalized dystonia wider pulse width is used while
in focal dystonia shorter pulse width is used. In
certain types of dystonias the clinical outcomes are
far better with specific pulse width [5].
Post stroke spasticity and neural circuits were
compared in a few stroke individuals. 71 patients
were studied, Hmax/Mmax of forearm flexors and
reciprocal inhibition between flexors and extensors of
forearm muscles was compared. Electrophysiological
parameters and clinical variables were compared. The
only association found with post stroke spasticity was
RI-3. [9,10].
Stroke is one of the most common complication
associated with certain diseases like, hypertension,
diabetes mellitus, coagulation disorder, ischemic
heart disease, DVT, thromboembolism. It is of two
types, hemorrhagic stroke and ischemic stroke.[7]
Hemorrhagic stroke most commonly occurs in
hypertensive patients. Ischemic stroke commonly
occurs in diabetic individuals. The manifestations
after stroke depend upon the cerebral vessel involved
and area of brain affected.[8] This study aims to
determine the frequency of dystonia or movement
disorders after stroke. Patients in this regard were
followed up for several years in order to determine
the dystonia rate after stroke and its relation with
time since stroke.
CONCLUSION:
In comparison to results obtained from previous
investigations, the movement disorders rate amongst
patients of cerebrovascular accidents (CVA) was low.
The disorder might appear shortly after CVA or
might take time to appear. Spastic dystonia was most
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2 to 4 years
4
24
1
0

4 to 6 years
1
11
3
2

>6 years.
3
4
2
0

common, remaining were less frequent. The time
usually taken in appearance was 1 to 2 years after
CVA.
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